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Enrick: Sales-Production Coordination Through Mathematical Programing

SALES-PRODUCTION COORDINATION

THROUGH MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMING
The more products a company has the more difficult
it is pick the most profitable combination of prod
uct quantities and production facilities. The solution
may lie in the use of mathematical techniques.
by Norbert Lloyd Enrick
University of Virginia

Sometimes a product that seems
company that manufac
to have a good profit margin may
tures more than one product,
the choice of a product mix re be relatively uneconomical to pro
duce in large quantities because its
quires careful balancing of antici
production requirements create bot
pated costs and revenues. An analy
tlenecks in a department or on a
sis whose principal emphasis is on
critical
machine, thereby dispropor
production costs may fail to take
tionately limiting the production of
into account all the intricacies of
other products. In such a case, pro
sales forecasting and price variabil
duction
apparently lower-margin
ity. Or, more commonly, a salesproducts
may
contribute more to
oriented analysis based on sales
over-all
profits.
potential and unit profit margin may
When a wide variety of products,
neglect the effect that various com
models,
styles, machines, and pro
binations
machines and facilities
duction
facilities is involved, the
can have on costs.
calculation of the combination
This article is adapted from chapters of
products and quantities that will
Dr. Enrick’s book, Management Opera
yield the maximum over-all profit
tions Research, which will be published
can be a complex task. Fortunately,
by Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., in
new mathematical techniques are
the fall of 1964.
or any

F
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available that can greatly simplify
the work, particularly when they
are used in combination with elec
tronic computers. This article de
scribes how one of these techniques,
mathematical programing, can be
utilized to coordinate product and
production planning.

Mathematics vs. intuition
Often the results obtained from
mathematical analysis are quite dif
ferent from those that would prob
ably emerge from a more intuitive
form of decision making. Take the
case illustrated in Table 1 on page
22. (For the sake of simplicity,
the 40 products actually manufac
tured by this electronic component

21
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TABLE I
Unit Profits and Production Requirements For Four Products

Marketable Products

Profit, $/piece

A

B

C

D

0.40

0.37

0.36

0.28

Normal
Productive
Capacity,
hr/wk

Production time requirements,
hr/1000 pieces

Machining
Coil winding
Mounting
Testing

producer and the one dozen proc
essing stages actually used have
been reduced in the table to four
products, A, B, C, and D, and to
four processing stages, machining,
coil winding, mounting, and test
ing.) Table 1 shows the unit profit
normally associated with each prod
uct, the normal productive capacity
of each production department, and
the production time requirements
in each department for each prod
uct.
To the sales manager the choice
of the product to be emphasized
was obvious. “You can see,” he
pointed out, “that we make the
greatest profit on Product A and
the lowest profit on Product D. We
don’t need mathematics
show us
the most desirable products to sell.
Our problem is that people won’t
buy much of A.”
The production manager, on the
other hand, felt that some weight
ought to be given to production
balance. Despite its high unit profit,
Product A had the disadvantage of
requiring a relatively long time for
mounting. Thus, it was likely to
create a bottleneck in the mounting
department, which would leave
other machines idle while mounting
was unable to meet the demands on
it. The cost of this production im
balance could easily cancel out a
good share of Product A’s normal
profit margin.

30.6
72.0
36.0
18.0

30.6
64.8
28.8
26.0

32.6
72.0
28.8
24.0

22.4
79.2
21.6
29.0

The pertinent data were put into
linear equations and a computer
was put to work calculating which
products in which quantities would
result in maximum over-all profit
for the company. The answer: 5,220
pieces a week of Product D, 3,790
pieces
Product B, 560
Product
A, and none of Product C. This
combination would produce a total
weekly profit of $3,088, higher than
any other possible product combina
tion, and would utilize the full pro
ductive capacity every processing
department except coil winding,
where there would be a small but
unavoidable under-utilization of 21
machine-hours a week.
The results were a surprise to the
sales manager. Product A, which he
had been trying to promote so vigor
ously, turned out to be a poor con
tributor to over-all profit, and Prod-
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uct D, with the lowest unit profit,
was shown
be the greatest con
tributor.
In the actual analysis, which in
cluded 40 products, company man
agement gained a completely new
perspective on its marketable prod
ucts. Many past favorites lost out
against previously overlooked items.
As a result, the company was able
to direct its sales and promotional
efforts much more intelligently and
decisively. In addition, plant morale
was improved and costs reduced
through better balanced production,
more even flow of work, and less
use of overtime and part-time work
ers.

Mathematical programing
The company’s conclusions about
its product mix were reached by
means mathematical programing,
a mathematical method of analyz
ing inter-related variables to deter
mine the optimum combination. The
required formulas are not particu
larly difficult to set up; their solu
tion, tedious and time-consuming by
manual methods, takes even a rela
tively small computer only a few
minutes, even if a large number of
variables are involved.
A large-scale problem, of course,
can involve a staggering number of
factors. In a large company several
thousand products may be considManagement Services
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Table 2 on this page. These in
many areas. The following list in
ered. A variety of market factors
clude production rates and expected
cludes only a few examples:
may be included in the problem,
returns in terms of dollar contribu
1. Considering the installation of
among them price-demand relation
tion based on prices and market
new equipment because limits on
ships, minimum product quantities
conditions. Contribution represents
over-all plant capacity
for a complete line, maximum limits
price less variable manufacturing
2. Planning to increase or trim
on marketability of specific prod
cost. Variable manufacturing cost
managerial, administrative, staff,
ucts, long-term
contracts limit
excludes fixed and selling
and operating personnel where eith
ing production capacity, and the
extent of production for inventory
er course appears desirable
At current prices Product A brings
3. Long-range planning to deal
in slack periods. The production
the higher contribution per gross.
with anticipated technological and
Theoretically, there is capacity to
side
the analysis may include a
polish 40 gross of Product A weekly,
large number of processing depart
market developments
ments—or even particular machine
4. Integrating a variety of other
but, because there is plating ca
pacity for only 20 gross Product A
tools for quantitative analysis and
groups
machine types. For each
per week, plating is a bottleneck.
control
processing department or machine
To illustrate how mathematical
B’s bottleneck is in polishing.
the variables may include such fac
programing is applied, let us take
tors as machine time, labor time,
From Line d it is apparent that
a simplified example involving only
maintenance time, raw materials
if only Product A is manufactured,
linear factor combinations and vari
and supplies used, and skilled per
production
20 gross at $6 per
ables (hence suitable for linear pro
sonnel needed. Other considerations
gross profit contribution will result
graming) and involving only two
may be introduced, such as whether
in a total weekly profit contribution
to make or buy parts or completed
products (hence capable of being
of $120. If Product B is manufac
components and assemblies, the
expressed graphically). This prob
tured instead, production 30 gross
desirability
new equipment pur
lem is based on a consulting engage
at $5 per gross profit contribution
chases, the profitability of discount
ment for a manufacturer of small
will result in a higher total profit
sales to large customers, and various
metal parts.
contribution, $150 a week. The fact
alternative production or sales pro
Data concerning the two prod
that the two products have different
grams.
ucts, A and B, and the two most
bottlenecks suggests that a combina
critical processing departments, pol
Such analyses can be used to aid
tion of the two products should be
produced.
management decision making
ishing and plating, are given



TABLE 2
Simplex

Problem
Marketable
Products

Contribution, $/gross

Productive
Capacity
hr/wk

A

B

6.00

5.00

3
2

4
1

(40)
20**

30**
(40)

Total

b. Production time requirements,
hr/gross
Polishing
Plating

120
40

c. Output if only Product A or
Product B, but not both, are
produced, gross/wk.

Polishing*
Plating

d. Contribution from output in
(c), found by multiplying (a)
150***
150
120
x (c), $/wk.
*Productive capacity divided by requirements in line b. Thus 120/3 — 40. Since only
20 gross can be plated, the 40 gross in polishing cannot be utilized beyond the
plating bottleneck, and is therefore shown
parentheses.
**Bottleneck process for this product (A or B)
***Only Product A or Product B, but not both can
produced at this stage, so that
the maximum contribution equals the highest contribution product, which is Product
B at $150.

September-October, 1964
Published by eGrove, 1964
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FIGURE I
The optimum product combina
tion
may be determined by graph
Production Capacities for Two Products
ing the possible quantities
Prod
uct A on one axis and Product B on
the other, as in Figure 1 on this
page. The capacity if only Prod

uct A is polished (40 on the A
axis) is connected by a line with
the capacity if only Product B is
polished (30 on the B axis). Simi
larly, plating capacity for Product
A (20 on the A axis) is connected
with plating capacity for Product
B (40 on the B axis). The shaded
portion the graph represents feas
ible product combinations. For ex
ample, if 10 gross of B and 15 gross
of A are produced, available plat
ing capacity is exhausted. If 24 gross
of B and 8 gross of A are produced,
both
plating and polishing capaci
In this graphic presentation of the simplest programing example, the shaded
ties are exhausted.
area represents feasible production quantities of Products A and B. Beyond this
area, bottlenecks in polishing and plating prevent further production.

Third dimension

FIGURE 2
Production Capacities and Profit Contributions
$
168
150

$
150

$
140

In this three-dimensional representation, typical examples of various contribu
tions from different quantities of Products A and B are shown: If 20 gross of A
only are produced, contribution is 20 x $6 = $ 120. Producing 15 gross of A and
10 of B yields $140 (15 x $6 + 10 x $5).

24
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The data in Figure 1 may
be shown
in Figure 2 on this
page, a three-dimensional form that
permits addition of a new variable,
the profit contribution associated
with the various product combina
tions.
For the previously mentioned 15
gross of Product A and 10 gross of
Product B, the total product con
tribution will be 15 times $6 plus
10 times $5, or $140. This amount
is higher than the $120 for A alone
but less than the $150 for B alone.
If we produce, say, 8 gross of A and
10
B, we will not be using all our
capacity, and contribution will be
only $98 a week (8 times $6 plus
10 times $5).
The trend
the heights of the
dollar columns in Figure 2 leads us
to try the intersection point of the
polishing and plating capacity,
which corresponds to 8 gross of A
and 24 gross of B, with a total prof
it contribution of $168 ($6 times 8
plus $5 times 24). Any movement
away from this product combina
tion yields lower total returns, as is
shown in Figure 3 on page 25.
This simplified problem illustrates
an important principle, valid for
mathematical programing with
linear relationships: To find the

Management Services
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FIGURE 3
Optimum Product Combination

Evaluation of the four corners of the base leads to discovery of the highest contribution. The
first corner, 0 production, yields $0. The second corner, 20 units of Product A at $6
unit,
yields $120; the opposite corner, 30 units of Product B at $5 per unit, yields $150. The farthest
corner, for 8 units of A and 24 units of B, yields the maximum of $168 (8 x $6 + 24 x $5).

maximum, investigate the corners.
By analyzing the points 0, 20, 30,
and the intersection of the two ca
pacity lines, we have not only suc
ceeded in constructing the dollar

contribution dimension but also
have found the optimum point.
Maximum profit does not always
involve a combination
products,
course. For example, if Product
A’s contribution had been $11, then
production of 20 gross
A would
have resulted in a total profit con
tribution of $220, as against only
$208 from 8 gross A (8 times $11)
plus 24 gross of B (24 times $5).
The principle of investigating
corners is crucial to solving the type
problem described here. It is ap
plicable for all linear relationships
of products and returns, no matter
how many products are involved.
However, with each product we
add a dimension to the space struc
ture to be investigated. Two prod
ucts require three dimensions; three
products need four dimensions; and
ten products need eleven dimen
sions. Since humans have the abil
ity to conceive only three-dimen

September-October, 1964
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sional space, it is necessary to re
sort to mathematical investigation
of corners in many-dimensional
space.

Matrix method
In actual practice, of course, few
choices
product mix are simple
enough to be expressed graphically.
Such problems nearly always re
quire matrix algebra, whether the
solutions are obtained manually or
with a computer. This technique
will now be illustrated, using the
same data previously presented for
the polishing-plating contractor.
These data can be put into equa
tions showing the objective of man
agement and the controlling factors.
The procedure is demonstrated
Table 3 on page 26. There the
equations are expressed in symmet
rical form suitable for transfer into
a block of numbers known as a
matrix, as shown in Table 4 on page
26. When the data are in matrix
form, it is possible to solve for the
optimum, following the matrix steps
explained under the tables.

The first matrix shows that if only
the two imaginary products M and
are produced (in quantities
120 and 40, respectively, as indi
cated in the results column), profit
(Z) as expected will be zero. This
first solution then represents the
zero point of the diagram in Figure
3. The evaluation row
also con
tains negative entries, meaning that
we are far removed from the opti
mum. A second matrix must be in
vestigated, as in Table 5 on page
29, using the transformation pro
cedure of Figure 4 on page 27.
This new matrix tests production
60 gross of imaginary Product M
and 20 gross of actual Product A,
with a profit of $120. This result
corresponds with the finding at the
A side of the structure in Figure 3.
The matrix has investigated the cor
ner represented by the Product A
line and the plating capacity line
at the base. However, since
is
negative for Column B of the ma
trix, we are not yet at optimum.
The third and final matrix, shown
in Table 6 on page 29, yields the
optimum solution of $168 for 24
25
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TABLE 3
Equations of Production and Profit-Optimizing Relationships
1.

Objective Equation

of

The over-all objective is to maximize dollar profit, Z. Since Product A has a profit of
$6 per gross and Product B has a profit of $5 per
maximum profit will result
from producing that quantity A for Product A and that quantity B of Product B
which yields the highest Z; or:
+

6A

5B

Z

=

Eq. 1

Production Equations

2.

Production of Products
and B is limited by the capacity of 120 hours per week
polishing and 40 hours
plating. At the production rates shown
Table 2,
therefore, the quantities A and B of Products A and B that can be produced are:
3A

In polishing:

In plating:

b.

+

2A

1B

+

120

4B

Eq. 2

40

Eq. 3

The sign
means "equal to or smaller than," indicating that production cannot
exceed capacity.

3.

Symmetrical Equations
The inequality signs
equations 2 and 3 are messy. But we can convert them to
equal signs, by adding proper but as yet unknown magnitudes to the left-hand
side of each equation. These magnitudes are known as "imaginary variab.es"
representing imaginary production (of zero or greater quantity). Using "M" and "N"
for these imaginaries and inserting
values as shown below, we obtain sym
metrical equations for the three expressions above:

4.

6A

+

5B

+

0M

+

0N

=

Z

Eq. 1a

3A

+

4B

+

1M

+

0N

=

120

Eq. 2a

2A

+

1B

+

0M

+

1N

=

40

Eq. 3a

Solving for the Optimum

gross
B and 8 gross of A, cor
responding with the structure in
Figure 3. This is the maximum profit
obtainable.
For the two-product case illus
trated here, the matrix method has
little value. It is more rapid than
trial and error and sometimes gives
a more exact answer than can be
read from a graph. But the real
advantage
this method is that
the matrix can easily be expanded
to cover any number
products.
With a multiplicity of products
the graphic method would fail and
the trial and error approach would
require a lifetime. Matrix algebra
has neither disadvantage. To con
sider additional products, C and
for example, it is necessary only to
invent two other imaginary prod
ucts, say, K and L, add correspond
ing columns and rows to the first
matrix, and start the matrix pro
cedure rolling. After several itera
tions the matrix that contains the
solution will be reached.

The equations 1a to 3a can now be re-written in a block of numbers or matrix
(Table 4), which is convenient for solving them for the optimum profit, Z, sought.

Profitability analysis

TABLE 4

First Matrix
Profit

Row

Products

P

M

N

Result

Evaluation

Key

R

R/A

Row

6

5

0

0

0

3

4

1

0

120

120/3

=

40

0

2

1

0

1

40

40/2

=

20

0

0

0

0

0

—6

-5

0

0

P

N

B

Z
Z-P

Key Column

1.

Columns A to R show the numerical coefficients of equations la to
for rows
P to M. Column P shows the zero profits associated with the imaginary products
M and N.
Row Z is the sum of the product quantities multiplied by their profits. For column A,
3x0 plus 2x0 totals 0.

3.

Row Z-P is found by subtracting each entry
row P from row Z. Unless Z-P contains
non-negative entries in all columns, maximum profit has not been reached. In fact,
column R shows that when 120 units of imaginary Product
and
units of
imaginary Product N are produced, profit will be zero (row Z).

4.

The key column is A, since it contains the lowest Z-P. By dividing each entry under
R by its corresponding A, R/A is obtained. In row M, R is 120 and
is 3, so that
R/A is 120/3 or 40. The key row is N, since it contains the lowest R/A.

5.

The intersection of key column and key row is the intersection of A and N, which
yields the pivot entry, 2. This pivot, representing the lowest Z-P and the lowest
R/A, is the basing point, from which a new matrix is formed next. This new matrix
will seek to increase profits, until maximum profit is reached by successive "iterations"
or matrix steps.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol1/iss4/4
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Linear programing provides a
means
examining the relative
profitability of various alternative
production schedules. The method
can be illustrated with the data pre
viously presented for the polishing
plating contractor.
The first matrix, in Table 4, repre
sents the equations la to 3a Table
3. The matrix shows that if only
Products
and
(the imaginary
products) are manufactured, in
quantities of 120 and 40 units, re
spectively, capacity will be ex
hausted. But total profit will be zero.
This is the least desirable position,
from which one must look around
to see what changes will produce
better results.
The first step is to examine the
entries in Rows M and N. The first
entry in Row M under Column A
is 3. This figure means in effect: If
you wish to polish one unit Prod
uct A, you must give up three hours
of the imaginary Product M to ob
tain the requisite capacity. The ad
joining entry calls for the surrender
four hours of M
obtain one
Management Services 6
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FIGURE
4
Matrix Transformation Method
Entry to be
transformed
("old entry")
Eo

Key-column entry,
located opposite
entry to
trans
formed, Kc

Key-row entry,
located opposite
entry to be trans
formed, Kr

Formula for Transformed Entry, Et

3x1

Et =

= -3/2

0

2

This is the method of matrix transformation illustrated for one of the entries in the First
Matrix. The entire part of the matrix to be transformed, with key row and column, is shown above.

unit of B. The entry 1 under Column
M indicates that M is a substitute
for itself, that is, that for each unit of
M to be added an old unit
M
must be dropped. No production
of

M need be given up to polish an
additional unit of N because does
not need polishing; this explains the
zero in the N column. The next row,
N, may be analyzed in the same
manner, this time for the plating
process.
Row Z-P gives, for each product,
the per-unit loss resulting if the
product is not made. For example,
$6 is lost for each unit of Product
A that is not produced. Since this
product shows the highest loss per
unit, some amount of Products M
and should be replaced with some
quantity of Product A. But how
much?
The proper quantity
A may be
found from the evaluation column.
It shows that 40 units
A can be
polished but only 20 can be plated.
Plating is the bottleneck process for
Product A.
We might investigate the effect
of producing 20 units of A. Since
September-October, 1964
Published by eGrove, 1964


 

this production exhausts plating ca
pacity, we know that Product A re
places N. Therefore, we must sub
stitute A for in the matrix and in
sert the unit profit of $6 in the profit
column. First, however, each new
entry for the product and results
columns must be divided by the
pivot 2 before insertion. Because 2
hours
Product N must be given
up for each unit of Product A added,
the substitution of A for
means
a change in the quantities of
entries by the ratio ½. This value
also may be interpreted as the rate
at which each unit of A is substi
tuted for (the two units of) Prod
uct N.
Unlike Product
Product A
needs polishing. To permit this pol
ishing Product M must be reduced.
The formula in Figure 4 shows the
amounts involved. This formula
again represents a substitution, but
this time there is a subtraction: The
corresponding key-row entry is ad
justed for the substitution factor (in
this case, multiplied by ½), and the
resultant value is multiplied by the
quantity shown by the key-column

entry. The amount thus subtracted
shows how much of Product M must
be given up to produce the 20 units
of Product A.
Take the results column
an
example: For Row M the transfor
mation is 120 minus (3 times 40/2).
The 120 represents time now used
in producing Product M. The ratio
40/2 represents the 20 units of Prod
uct A to be produced, and the 3
represents the units
Product M
that must be given up for each unit
of Product A that is polished. Thus,
3 times 20 is 60, which is subtracted
from 120 to give the entry 60 found
in the second matrix.

Optimum contribution
The effect of substituting A for N
in the second matrix is an increase
in total profit from zero to $120. But
we are not yet at a maximum. Imag
inary Product M is using so much
productive capacity that it causes
a loss of $2 per unit of potential
production of Product B. At least
one more matrix is needed. Again
the key column and row are deter27
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mined, the pivot is found, a substi
systems by which computers regu
tution is made (this time Row
is
larly calculate new optimums based
replaced with B), and the third
on new cost data.
matrix is obtained. As can be seen
Similarly, the oil industry has
from the matrix, the introduction of
been among the earliest and heavi

B results in production of 24 units
est users of linear programing. Many
of this product. But to do so the
refineries have computers guiding
quantity of Product A must be de
the blending of fuel oil, gasoline,
creased by 12 (from 20 to 8). Total
and other products to produce stan
profit is now $168. The absence of
dard products at minimum cost. A
negative values in the Z-P row in
large textile mill group uses mathe
dicates that further substitutions
matical programing to blend raw
would not bring a higher profit. The
stock fibers in various proportions
optimum has been reached.
(by fiber characteristics) to obtain
fabrics of high strength and uni
formity at the lowest cost consistent
Applications
with these quality requirements.
The uses of mathematical pro
graming are not limited to the prod
Distribution costs
uct
problem used as an example
in this article. The technique is ap
Linear programing has also
plicable to any optimization prob
proved effective in minimizing dis
lem where a company, restrained
tribution
Many companies
by limitations on resources, must
Mathematical programing
have several plants and warehouses
choose among many possible
throughout the country to meet
has many uses besides
courses of action in such a way
local consumer demand and provide
to
minimize
costs
or
maximize
reve
temporary storage. The problem is
product mix analysis. It is
nues.
which products to ship from which
applicable to any problem 
Some companies utilize mathe
plants to which warehouses so as to
matical programing in continuing
minimize shipping and storage costs
of optimization where
computer decision-making systems.
while at the same time meeting
For
the
most
part
these
systems
cov
pected consumer demand. H. J.
limited resources must be
er functional areas of the company,
Heinz Company worked out a sys
allocated in such a
such as distribution, advertising, or
tem for its plant-to-warehouse dis
product processing — rather than
tribution. A computer, using mathe
way as to minimize costs
over-all corporate strategy.
matical programing, calculates an
optimal schedule each week, saving
or maximize revenues.
many thousands of shipping dollars
Product blending
that might be wasted by rule-ofthumb allocations.
Product blending in a process in
Operating systems based on math
dustry is one of the best known ex
ematical
programing are normally
amples. Animal feed mixes, for ex
economical only for large companies
ample, must supply certain mini
—or for not so large companies in
mum daily requirements of basic
industries where prices of finished
vitamins, minerals, and other dietary
products or raw materials change
elements to meet standards set by
frequently. Even a small company,
the
S. Department of Agricul
however, can use the technique for
ture. These requirements may be
occasional profitability analyses
met by many possible combinations
when a need arises to reallocate re
of such ingredients as corn, wheat,
sources. Computer time can be
meat scraps, and
beans. At any
rented from outside sources, or, if
given time only one combination
the problem can be simplified suf
of ingredients will both conform
ficiently, the equations can be solved
to all specifications and minimize
manually.
costs. Yet the optimum combination
Financial institutions have used
may change every time the price
mathematical programing to ana
one of the ingredients changes.
lyze their investment portfolios.
Thus, feed producers have found
Here the objective is to maximize
it economical to set up operating
28
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yield while staying within strict
limitations on maturity years for
various groups of securities and
other risk factors.
TABLE 5

Second Matrix

Media selection
The technique also has been ap
plied to the selection of advertising
media. Here the problem is to select
an optimal combination, from a
great variety of alternative media,
that fits within a limited budget but
is consistent with sales estimates
and marketing uncertainties. The
results, as in all marketing applica
tions, have been less clearly suc
cessful than in production because
of the uncertain validity of the data
available and of the assumptions
used in structuring the problem.
A space company has worked out
a method for optimal assignment
of candidates with varying qualifi
cations to highly demanding tasks,
such
space program missions.
Given the proficiencies and other
qualifications of each candidate and
the anticipated demands of each
task, mathematical programing can
be used to find that combination of
men and tasks that would maximize
the likelihood of success the mis
sion.

Profit
Row

Product Columns

B

A

P

P

6

5

M

N

0

0

Result

Evaluation

R

R/B

M

0

0

5/2

1

-3/2

60

60/(5/2)=24

A

6

1

1/2

0

1/2

20

20/(1/2)=40

Z

6

3

0

3

120

Z-P

0

-2

0

3

1.

Row M, columns B to R, is obtained from row M of the first matrix, using the trans
formation method shown
Figure 4. Column A, containing the pivot, becomes 0
for all product rows excepting the pivot row, where it becomes 1.

2.

The other entries in row A are found from row N of the first matrix, by dividing
each value in row N, from column A to R, by the pivot value, 2. Under column P,
the unit-profit of $6 for Product A is shown.

3.

Rows Z and Z-P are found from the steps previously shown for the first matrix. For
column B, for example, Z = (5/2 x 0) + (1/2 x
= 3. Next, 3 minus 5 = —2.

4.

The lowest Z-P entry is —2 under column B, which is therefore the new key column.
Evaluating the ratio R/B for rows M and A, we find the new key row, M, corre
sponding to the lowest value of the ratio. At the intersection of new key column
M and new key row A is the entry 5/2, which is the new pivot.

5.

Although the present matrix yields a profit of $120, based on production of 60 units
of Product M and 20 units of Product A (column R, rows Z, M, and A, respectively),
this is not the maximum profit obtainable, since there is a negative value
the Z-P
row. A third matrix must be formed, using the new pivot of 5/2.

Conclusion
Mathematical programing is an
effective technique for evaluating
the cost and revenue effects of vary
ing combinations of inter-related re
stricted alternatives. Thus, it can
point the way to an optimal course
of action.
Like all operations research tech
niques, however, mathematical pro
graming does not provide final an
swers. Properly used, it can improve
management’s batting average in
decision making. But its results can
never be used as rigid directives,
only as guides to an initial course
continually subject to revision and
adaptation based on new experience
and evidence. Such a dynamic man
agerial process is in itself an opti
mum-oriented approach, continual
ly enhancing the quality of plan
ning, decision making, and control.

TABLE 6

Third Matrix

P

A

B

M

N

R

6

5

0

0

B

5

0

1

2/5

-1/5

A

6

1

0

-1/5

1/5

8

6

5

0.80

0.20

168

0

0

0.80

0.20

P

Z
Z-P

1.
2.
3.

24

Row B, columns A to R, is obtained from M of the preceding matrix by dividing
each entry
row M by the pivot value 5/2.
Rows A, Z, and Z-P are found from the second matrix, using the transformation
steps previously shown.
There are no negative values
the Z-P row. Therefore the profit of $168 shown is
the maximum attainable. No further matrix will be needed. By producing 24 units
of Product B and 8 units of Product A (column R, rows B and A), the $168 optimum
profit results.
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